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Abstract
A system is described that tracks moving objects in a
video dataset so as to extract a representation of the
objects’ 3D trajectories. The system then finds
hierarchical clusters of similar trajectories in the video
dataset. Objects’ motion trajectories are extracted via an
EKF formulation that provides each object’s 3D
trajectory up to a constant factor. To increase accuracy
when occlusions occur, multiple tracking hypotheses are
followed. For trajectory-based clustering and retrieval, a
modified version of edit distance, called longest common
subsequence is employed. Similarities are computed
between projections of trajectories on coordinate axes.
Trajectories are grouped based, using an agglomerative
clustering algorithm. To check the validity of the
approach, experiments using real data were performed.

1. Introduction
This paper describes an approach for a computer vision
problem: tracking multiple objects in video, estimating
their 3D trajectories, and finding groups of similar
motion trajectories via hierarchical clustering. The
problem arises in a number of important applications,
including surveillance and monitoring, remote sensing,
transportation safety and traffic analysis systems, shopper
flow analysis in stores, etc. Given the importance of the
potential applications, there has been significant research
activity directed towards solving problems related to
tracking motion of multiple moving objects in video.
A number of systems have been proposed for
tracking moving objects and estimating their trajectories.
For instance [1] use a Gaussian mixture model for
modeling the background and detecting potential moving
objects. They track moving blobs in consecutive video
frames via a linearly predictive multiple hypothesis
framework. The moving objects (cars, people) in the
video sequence are tracked using Kalman filters. A
different Kalman filter-based approach was employed in
[4], where an active shape model modeled the contour of
a person in each video frame. In [15] detection of moving
objects is done using optical flow, and graph
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representation of moving objects is employed. In [6] a
real time surveillance system is proposed that employs a
second order motion model and the matching strategy
consists of two stages: estimation of object displacement
and binary edge correlation between the current and
previous silhouette edge profiles. In the abovementioned
systems, once trajectories are estimated then time-series
indexing and clustering methods can be employed to
identify similar motions present in the videos. However,
dimensionality reduction is a key issue.
In the data mining community, [19] proposed a
method for indexing time sequences that is based on
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). This work assumed
that only a few frequencies are important, and the DFT
preserves the Euclidean distance in the frequency
domain. In a different approach, FastMap [18] reduces
the dimensionality via projection onto k mutually
orthogonal directions such that the relative distances
between original objects will remain the same for their
projections in the k-d space. An improved version [21]
computes the similarity of time sequences via Dynamic
Time Warping, and FastMap is used to select time
sequences that are close enough to the query argument.
In a different approach [17] the time series similarity
measure allows one of the two sequences to be scaled by
any suitable amount and translated adequately in finding
any matching subsequences. Two subsequences are
similar if one lies within an envelope of width ε around
the other one, ignoring outliers. In [16, 20] similarity of
sequences is defined using the Longest Common
Subsequence (LCSS) [5]. The measure is expressed as a
triple (F, γ, ε) where F is a set of transformation
functions, γ is a parameter that controls the ratio of
sequences length and ε controls the size of the interval
where the mapped value should be.
In this paper, the LCSS approach will be used for
grouping similar motion trajectories in an agglomerative
clustering algorithm. This allows discovery and retrieval
of similar motion trajectories in a video collection. To
support this task, the complete system includes video
analysis modules: background modeling, moving blob
detection, motion prediction and occlusion handling via a
Kalman filter, and 3D trajectory estimation.

2. Estimation and Prediction of Trajectories
Objects and their trajectories must be extracted
reliably from video sequences. We will need to find a
model that is able to emulate the motion of an object in
3D space, which is robust enough to withstand to various
influences exerted by the environment. Also, our model
will have to take into account the noise injected by the
capturing device. The approach presented here is based
in large part on [7], with two extensions: 1.) occlusions
are handled via multiple hypothesis tracking, 2.) under
certain conditions we employ a ground-plane constraint
in the estimation of 3D motion trajectories.
The first step consists of initializing the system by
collecting enough video frames for computing a
statistical background model (mean and covariance of
each pixel). After initialization, moving objects are
segmented using maximum likelihood estimation. Next,
binary image morphology and connected components
analysis is employed to convert the foreground pixels that
we got after segmentation into entities, blobs, bi(t), where
t is the index of the current frame.
The blobs that we get at this point represent the
moving objects in the scene. Nevertheless, the results that
we obtain may contain inaccurate information because of
occlusions or similarity between the background and
objects. In order to gain reliable estimates of the blob
motion trajectories, we employ an Extended Kalman
Filter (EKF). The trajectories associated with the moving
objects are built step by step by matching blobs in the
previous frame with the blobs in the current frame. For
every frame we match each blob bi(t) of frame t with
zero, one or more blobs bl(t-1) of frame t-1. In order to
be able to estimate and predict the blob trajectory, we
assign to each blob a tracker unit Tj. A tracker unit is
designed using the EKF described in [7]. The goal is that
the tracker associated with each object will keep this
association until the object disappears from the scene.
The tracker’s role is important when blobs are occluded.
In this case the information stored in a tracker unit will
help us decide what hypothesis to follow. The trajectories
will represent the output of this part of our system.

3. Trajectory Similarity and Clustering
Our goal is to define a distance between trajectories
that will take into account the following factors:
a. Different sampling rates (for the cameras) and
different speeds (for the objects)
b. Similar motions in different space regions
c. Outliers (noise created by capturing devices)
d. Time sequences with different lengths
e. Computational efficiency
The Longest Common Subsequence (LCSS) algorithm
[5] meets these requirements (except b). The algorithm

presented here will extend LCSS in 3D (motion will be in
a plane, while the third dimension will be time) and will
handle the requirement (b) as well.
The approach presented here is based on [16], but is
different in that we compute the distance between two
time sequences as a pair of numbers. Each number will
represent the similarity between the projections of the
two time sequences on the coordinate axis. This reduces
the computational complexity from cubic, to quadratic in
the number of samples for a time series. Also, in defining
the LCSS we use a threshold to limit the ratio between
the lengths of the two time sequences.

3.1 Similarity Measures
Let A and B two data sequences with sizes n and m
respectively. A = ((ax,1, ay,1), …, (ax,n, ay,n)) and B =
((bx,1, by,1), …, (bx,m, by,m)). The projection of A on the xaxis will be denoted as Ax = (ax,1, …, ax,n). Also, we will
use the functions Head(A) defined as Head(A) = ((ax,1,
ay,1), …, (ax,n-1, ay,n-1)) and Head(Ax) = (ax,1, …, ax,n-1).
Definition 3.1 Given an integer δ and real numbers 0 < ε
and 0 < ρ ≤ 1, we define LCSS2D(δ, ε, ρ, A, B) as follows:
(0,0)

if min{m, n} < ρ ⋅ max{m, n}

LCSS 2 D (δ , ε , ρ , A, B ) = 
 LCSSδ ,ε ( Ax , B x ), LCSSδ ,ε Ay , B y

otherwise

(

(

))

(3.1)

where ρ is a constant Length Aspect Ratio (LAR) that
controls the difference in size between the length of the
shorter sequence and the length of the longer sequence.
The LCSSδ,ε(Ax, Bx) is then defined as follows:
0,

if A or B is empty

1 + LCSSδ ,ε (Head ( Ax ), Head (B x )),

if a x ,n − bx ,m < ε and n − m ≤ δ

 max (LCSSδ ,ε (Head ( Ax ), B x ), LCSSδ ,ε ( Ax , Head (B x ))),

otherwise


(3.2)

where δ is a constant that controls how far we can look in
the past and ε is a constant that controls the size of
proximity in which we are looking for matches.
Definition 3.2: The similarity S12D(δ, ε, A, B) between
two trajectories A and B, given δ and ε is as follows:
 LCSSδ ,ε ( Ax , B x ) LCSSδ ,ε (A y , B y )  .
(3.3)

S12 D (δ , ε , A, B ) = 
,



min(n, m )

min(n, m )




Another element that we will need in defining the new
measure is the family of translations F. A translation is
represented as a couple (cx, cy), where the components
are the values of displacement in each dimension:

{

((

) (

F = f cx ,c y | f cx ,c y ( A) = a x ,1 + c x , a y ,1 + c y ,..., a x ,n + c x , a y ,n + c y

))}

Definition 3.3: Given δ, ε and the family F of
translations we define the similarity function S22D(δ, ε, A,
B) between two trajectories A and B as follows:

Fig 1. Tracking of multiple objects: before during and after occlusion

(

)

S 2 2 D (δ , ε , A, B ) = max S12 D δ , ε , A, f cx ,c y (B )
f c x , c y ∈F

The similarity measure S22D(δ, ε, A, B) is an enhancement
of S12D(δ, ε, A, B) because can compute the similarity
between sequences that are in different space regions.
Definition 3.4: Given δ and ε we define the distance
function between two trajectories A and B:
D 2 2 D (δ , ε , A, B ) =

1
S 2 2 D (δ , ε , A, B )

Note that S22D(δ, ε, A, B)∈[0,1]. Therefore D22D(δ, ε, A,
B)∈[1,∞]. Also D22D(δ, ε, A, B) is a symmetric function
because LCSS2D(δ, ε, A, B) = LCSS2D(δ, ε, B, A) and
translation is a transformation that preserves symmetry.

4. Experiments
The system was implemented and tested on a dualprocessor 1 GHz PC with 1 GB RAM. We tested our
system using real and synthetic data. The example video
sequence presented here is taken from [14].
Fig. 1 shows six frames from the video clip together
with the extracted blobs. Frames 2, 3 and 4 show tracker
behavior during an occlusion. Both trackers manage to
follow their object, despite the occlusion. Fig. 2 shows
extracted trajectories for the entire sequence.

3.2 Clustering
Clustering trajectories is the last step of trajectory
processing. For this we use a modified version of the
agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm [12]. We
chose this algorithm because the data that we get from
previous stage is a set of 2D vectors representing the
distance between each pair of trajectories. In addition,
the number of clusters is unknown. Our method addresses
this by computing a dendrogram for the dataset and
analyzing the results at the end of the computation.
An important part of the clustering algorithm is the
way the distance between two clusters is computed. In
our approach we tested two types of distance definitions:
(3.4)
d max (Di , D j ) = max D 2 2 D (δ , ε , A, B )
A∈Di , B∈D j

(

)

d avg Di , D j =

1
⋅∑
ni ⋅ n j A∈D

i

∑ D2 2 D (δ , ε , A, B )

(3.5)

B∈D j

The dmax(·, ·) is sensitive to outliers. A compromise for
improving this problem is the second distance davg(·, ·).
Moreover, we can use davg(·, ·) in any algorithm where we
used the other distance and complexity of computing
davg(·, ·) is similar to that of computing dmax(·, ·).
The inter-trajectories distance measure is not a
metric. So we instead require the clusters to meet two
criteria: 1) any two trajectories that have infinite distance
between them will be placed in different clusters, and 2)
distances between sequences within a cluster will be
smaller than the distance to outside trajectories.

Fig 2. Extracted Trajectories

Using these trajectories, we computed their pair-wise
similarities and then clustered them. In computing the
similarities we choose ρ = 0.4 (we want to avoid
comparison of real trajectories with false trajectories
created by noise, which in general are short) and δ = 0.5
(we can go back in time as much as half of the length of
the shorter trajectory). For the last parameter, ε, we tested
our algorithm using three values 3, 10 and 40. Setting ε =
10 worked best. Finally, the clustering algorithm,
described in Section 3.2 was tested using maximum
distance (Eq. 3.4) and average distance (Eq. 3.5).
For this set of trajectories, absolute ground truth is
unknown. Nonetheless, we can determine minimum
number of clusters expected by analyzing initial set of
distances between our trajectories subject to the distance
criterion (for our example this number will be 8). Upon
visually inspecting the trajectories assigned to each
cluster, we found that the groupings produced by the

algorithm were intuitively meaningful. For instance, one
cluster contained vehicle trajectories along the roadway
in the foreground from left-to-right, another cluster
contained trajectories in the right-to-left direction,
another cluster was noise, etc.

clustering algorithm for grouping together the trajectories
that have common features. For the distance between
clusters, we tested two types of distances: maximum
distance (Eq. 3.4) and average distance (Eq. 3.5). The
generated clusters obey the initial restrictions.
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